The effect of morphology on the ozone-gas sensing properties of zinc oxide sputtered films
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A B S T R A C T

One of the main obstacles in the development and design of semiconductor gas sensors is our limited understanding of the practical mechanisms responsible for sensing. Although theoretical models describe the importance of morphology on the gas sensing properties of semiconductor films, a direct relation between structure size/morphology and gas detection has not been experimentally established. In this work, the Radio-Frequency Sputtering method was used to obtain zinc oxide thin films from ceramic and metallic targets. Remarkable differences in the nanostructure size were observed when distinct powers of deposition were used. The samples were deposited on platinum interdigitated electrodes and exposed to ozone to have their sensing behavior analyzed. The feature size and film porosity were studied taking into consideration the enhancement of sensor performance, while their band gaps showed no significant differences between films. It was found that sensors with small features and low porosity present low ozone sensitivity and fast responses, while highly porous films with large features exhibit low sensitivity and slow responses. The optimum sensing performance was found to be at the apparent maximized surface area, where the best ozone response was observed. Our results show that radio frequency sputtering can be considered a versatile deposition technique for the production of semiconductor gas sensors, since porosity, feature size, and therefore gas sensor sensitivity, can all be controlled through the sputtering parameters of a Zn metallic target followed by thermal oxidation.

1. Introduction

In the past few years, the use of metal oxide semiconductor films as gas-sensing devices has become an important subject in materials science [1]. Because of their exceptional gas-sensing capacity and appealing simplicity, the number of scientific papers addressing semiconductor materials with gas-sensing properties has increased by almost 20% per year since 2011. Besides, their promising properties can potentially solve problems of specificity, detection limits and production of thin-films gas sensors [1–4].

Although the experimental studies of the last few years have registered great improvements in the sensing properties of semiconductors regarding their morphology, crystallinity and dopant presence [5–14], there are still several problems related to selectivity, reproducibility and sensitivity of semiconductor sensors that limit its extended use.

The frontier in this research field stands in the poor understanding of the kinetic molecular mechanism of sensing. According to Barsan et al. [15], the key point for improving and designing thin films for gas sensing is to reduce the enormous gap between the empirical and basic research and use the theoretical approach to produce and use sensing films. As matter of fact, although theoretical models show the dependence of semiconductor sensing response with aspects, such as superficial area, grain interconnection and depletion layer, only a few experimental studies attempt to establish direct relations between those factors and gas sensing. The main reason behind this tendency lies in the experimental limits and complexities of finely controlling the thin-film growth, morphology and composition.

Among the materials used in gas sensor technologies, one of the most important is ZnO. This direct band gap semiconductor (3.37 eV) has been used in a wide range of applications because of its optical, electrical and catalyst properties. The ZnO easy, low-cost synthesis together with the magnitude of the pure material response (comparable with the performance of materials commercially available) make it one of the most researched materials in gas-sensing applications [16]. According to the synthesis method, ZnO assumes a great variety of morphologies—each one with distinct sensing properties according to surface reactivity and electrical properties [16,17]. In the work developed by Alenezi et al. [10], ZnO hierarchical structures exhibit improved gas-sensing performance compared with mono-morphological ZnO and...
commercial ZnO powders. Similar to the behavior of other sensing materials, the greater sensitivity and reduced response speed of these structures are attributable to the high surface-to-volume ratio and formation of secondary junctions of such nanostructured films [9].

In this work, we use the highly-stable growth conditions of the radio frequency (RF) Sputtering method to study the gas-sensing capacities of zinc oxide films in terms of morphology. This technique—well-explored in gas-sensing development—can allow us to control film morphology and, in this sense, modify the surface area available for adsorption, the number of adsorption sites and the conductivity between the grains of ZnO films [18]. Although other authors are demonstrated the influence of the morphology in the gas sensing response of ZnO films [19,20], this work analyzes the influence of porosity and structure size (that comes from using different powers of deposition) in the morphology and times of the response to ozone. In this work the structure size and the apparent area for adsorption (instead of the crystallite or particle size) is directly related to the sensing response of ZnO porous structures.

2. Experimental

2.1. Thin-film deposition

Films were deposited by sputtering a pure metallic zinc or zinc oxide ceramic target into an RF-magnetron sputtering system operating at a radio frequency of 13.5 MHz and powers ranging from 15 to 240 W. The deposition chamber is pumped to a base pressure of 10⁻⁸ Pa and then filled with argon at a working pressure of 2 Pa. The films were deposited on silica (SiO₂/Si) wafers for characterization. To obtain zinc oxide films from metallic Zn depositions, the samples were oxidized in a furnace at 530 °C with air atmosphere for 12 h.

2.2. Thin-Film Characterization

Grazing-Incidence X-Ray Diffraction (GIXRD) was used to characterize the crystalline structure of the thin films. Since the films are quite thin (<100 nm), the use of GIXRD reduces substrate contribution. GIXRD patterns were collected in multipurpose Rigaku Ultima IV x-ray diffraction equipment with an incidence angle of 1.5° and a source wavelength of 1.54 Å (Cu-Kα). The patterns were compared with those reported in the crystallographic database ICSD (Inorganic Crystal Structure Database), PDF number #01-079-0205 36-1451, for ZnO (Wurtzite).

To confirm the film composition and discard the presence of contaminants, the films were analyzed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) in a Scienta Omicron ESCA spectrometer with monochromatized x-ray source Al Kα (1486.7 eV). The x-ray source was used with a power of 280 W and a constant pass energy mode of 50 eV. The data analysis was accomplished by CasaXPS software (version 2.3.16), and charge effects were corrected using the 1 s carbon peak (284.6 eV) from the adventitious carbon in the surface of the sample.

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) images were obtained using an INSPECT F50 (FEI, The Netherlands) and a Magellan 400 L High-Resolution Microscope (FEI, The Netherlands) operating between 2 and 5 KV. In structure size measurements, circa 200 particles per image were measured using Image J software.

To determine the band gap of the films, absorbance spectroscopy was performed using an Agilent Cary 60 UV–Vis spectrophotometer. As a direct band-gap material, the ZnO band gap is computed from the abscissa intersection of the extrapolated straight-line part of the Tauc plot of (αhv)² as a function of hv, where α is the absorption coefficient, h is Planck’s constant and v is the light frequency.

2.3. Gas-sensing performance

For the gas-sensing analysis, the ZnO films were deposited on interdigitated (100-nm-thick) platinum electrodes printed in silica (SiO₂/Si) substrates. The interdigitated electrodes were fabricated by sputtering and photolithography techniques in the Microfabrication Laboratory (LMF) at the Brazilian Synchrotron Light Laboratory (LNLS).

The film deposition was performed directly above electrodes and controlled by a quartz crystal microbalance. It is worth mentioning that the same amount of material was deposited each time. All the film thicknesses were confirmed by Atomic Force Microscopy measurements using a FlexAFM (Nanosurf Switzerland).

To perform gas-sensing measurements, the sensors were placed on a heating plate inside a sealed chamber equipped with a gas inlet right above the sensor surface. A constant voltage of 1 V was applied to measure the film electrical resistance by using two needles of gold-coated tungsten on the electrode extremes and a Keithley electrometer. Ozone was produced from dry flowing air illuminated with a pen-ray UV lamp that generated ozone concentrations between 0.05 and 0.89 ppm. The mixture of dry air and ozone was injected right above the sample at a constant flow of 500 ml/min. The baseline was acquired only when dry air was injected. Similarly, to determine the response to hydrogen (H₂), a mixture of hydrogen-nitrogen and dry air was injected in the gas chamber at different volume ratios to control H₂. The sensor response was defined as the ratio between the electrical resistance in the presence of the analyte gas (ozone or hydrogen), Rₓ, and the resistance under dry air only, R₀.

The sensor response was defined as the ratio between the electrical resistance in the presence of ozone and the baseline resistance (absence of O₃). The response time was defined as the time the sensor needs to reach 90% of its final electric resistance after ozone exposure, whereas recovery time was specified as the time the sensor takes to return to a resistance 10% above the one before exposure. Current-voltage (I-V) curves of the films were obtained using the same interdigitated electrodes used for gas sensing. By considering the number of trails in the electrodes, discarding film porosity and measuring the thickness, it was possible to calculate the film resistance in an applied voltage between –2 and 2 Volts. Each trail was considered an ohmic resistor.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Microstructural analysis

To understand the influence of growth conditions, the films were deposited using powers between 15 and 240 W, which results in films of thicknesses between 96 and 190 nm depending on the film porosity. Regardless of the deposition power, the GIXRD patterns of zinc films obtained by sputtering of a metallic target agree with the zinc hexagonal structure (data not shown). After thermally treating the metallic films, the GIXRD patterns reveal a full oxidation of Zn into the ZnO crystalline wurtzite phase (gray curve in Fig. 1). As expected, the fraction patterns of films obtained from the ceramic target show the presence of ZnO phase with a preferential growth in the (002) direction (red curve in Fig. 1). The small shift in the peak position can be related to residual stress.

Sensors were chemically characterized by XPS before gas-sensing measurements (Fig. 2). The survey spectra of films before and after thermal oxidation show no contaminants on ceramic samples and confirm the metallic and oxidized nature of zinc Zn²⁺.

The sample surface morphology regarding the deposition conditions is evaluated by top and cross-section SEM images. Samples obtained by sputtering of the metallic target followed by thermal oxidation exhibit distinctively porous morphologies, regardless of the deposition power and with meaningful differences in their structure size (Fig. 3). It is also noticeable that higher deposition powers create bigger features and greater film thicknesses. We have opted to use the term ‘feature size’ rather than ‘grain size’ or ‘particle size’, since these structures are not formed by a single grain or particle. Although this term is not a strict definition in Materials Science, it reflects the behavior observed in our
sets of samples. Therefore, we are consciously avoiding the terms ‘grain’, ‘crystallite’ and ‘particle’ in this study.

The sputtering process consists in the removal of cathode’s material (target) by the bombardment of energetic ions. When ejected from the target, the atoms accumulate on the substrate forming a film which final morphology is highly dependent on the energy of the arrival material and substrate temperature. As the deposition power is changed, parameters as the deposition rate and sputtered atom velocity are adjusted. The higher the power deposition, the higher the concentration of ionized argon atoms, and most importantly, higher the kinetic energy of the ions impinging the target surface. Thus, when ions velocity is high (high power), the number of atoms ejected from the target per each incident atom increase, allowing the removal of atoms clusters instead of individual ones [21]. When ions velocity is high (high power), the number of atoms ejected from the target per each incident atom increase, allowing the removal of atoms clusters instead of individual ones [21]. When the atomic clusters reach the substrate, that is maintained at room temperature, they lose the energy necessary for surface diffusion and organization forming porous structures with sizes proportional to the deposition power. Contrary, when low deposition powers are used, the deposition rates are low enough (see top axis in Fig. 4) to enable the formation of compact (less porous) structures from small clusters and/or atoms.

In Fig. 4 it is possible to observe how the mean feature size changes as a function of power, and consequently of deposition rate. The feature size changes between 29 nm (for 15 W) and 124 nm (240 W), changing rapidly for powers below 60 W. Notice that the standard deviation increases with structure size. Even though the amount of material deposited is kept constant (using the quartz crystal microbalance), higher deposition powers induce the formation of more porous films. Therefore, the film thickness is not the same for all the deposition powers used.

On the other hand, films obtained from the ceramic target are completely different. Besides the preferential growth, there is another critical difference between films obtained from the ZnO target and the ones obtained from the metal Zn target. As shown in Fig. 5, these films exhibit a greatly compact morphology that highly contrasts with the porous films of Fig. 3. As observed in other studies, sputtering a ceramic target always produces compact films as a result of low deposition rates [22,23]. This compact arrange of zinc oxide columnar growth has also been observed for reactive sputtering of metallic zinc targets when the formation of zinc oxide occurs during the deposition process [24]. The top view images of films presented in Fig. 5, also show the tightly organized structures, similar to the porous films registered by Laurenti et al. [25].

From the gas-sensing perspective, this type of structures and organized films could present minor benefits. Our hypothesis is that the interaction of these films with the gaseous phase is limited to the geometric surface, which produces low and limited gas sensibility compared with that of porous films.

3.2. Gas-sensing response to ozone

The detection of ozone by ZnO films occurs as a result of oxygen adsorption at the material surface. In order to adsorb, the oxygen atom captures electrons from the conduction band, leaving a positive electron hole and forming an electron-depleted surface region [3]. In ZnO, this phenomenon is registered by increases in the electrical resistance of the film.

![Fig. 1. Grazing-incidence x-ray diffraction patterns of films deposited on silica by sputtering both zinc metallic target after subsequent thermal oxidation (gray curve) and ZnO ceramic target (red). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)](image)

![Fig. 2. XPS spectra for ZnO films obtained from the thermal oxidation of zinc film (blue curve) and sputtered directly from a ceramic target (black curve). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)](image)
To find the optimum working temperature of our sensors, it was necessary to verify the film response to 0.13 ppm of ozone at 200, 250, 300 and 350 ºC. Regardless of the deposition power, all the sensors demonstrated to have a maximum response at temperatures near 300 ºC, which in turn rapidly decreases at higher temperatures. Therefore, all the subsequent measurements were made at this optimal temperature.

Firstly, we will discuss the response of sensors obtained by sputtering of a metallic target, as a function of morphological differences; then, we will compare these results with the contrasting compact morphology.
mismatch of sensors produced from the ceramic target.

- Sensors obtained by sputtering of a metallic target and thermal oxidation.

The response of the sensors to 0.13 ppm of ozone during 30 s is shown in Fig. 6a. The electric response of all the sensors behaves as expected for n-type semiconductors in presence of oxidizing gasses, that is, there is an increase in electrical resistance. The magnitude of the response is strongly dependent on power and deposition rates, which can be explained considering the morphology and structure size of these films.

From the models used in gas sensing, it is expected that films with a larger surface area exhibit greater response. In terms of structure mean size and film porosity, it is possible to assume that smaller structures and porous films would have a bigger surface-to-volume ratio, and consequently would have greater response. In our experiments (Fig. 6b), the response to ozone is maximized for films with feature size near 84 nm (deposited with 60 W), which in turn rapidly decreases for bigger or smaller structures.

From top and cross-section SEM images in Fig. 3, it can be concluded that films with the smallest feature sizes (15 W and 30 W) present more compact structures. Low deposition rates inhibit the formation of porous structures, which can limit the material interaction with the gaseous phase and restrict the gas sensor response, as also reported by Colmenares et al. [18]. On the other hand, the opposite is observed in films deposited with higher powers, where the deposition rates allow bigger structures to reach the substrate in such a rapid way that surface diffusion is not possible and the formation of cavities and “chambers” between particles aggregates is promoted.

Although it is not possible to perform a direct measurement of the film’s porosity, we can do an estimation of the apparent porosity if we remember the amount of material deposited is fixed to be always the same so differences in thicknesses is determined by the final thickness of the porous film. Fig. 7 show the apparent porosity of the films, calculated from $\mathcal{O} = 1 + \frac{h_{\text{deposit}}}{h_{\text{porous}}}$, as function of the power of deposition.

The results of morphology and gas sensing suggest that the surface area available for gas adsorption is a compromise between structure size and film porosity. Even though a small feature size implies a bigger surface-to-volume ratio, the film porosity is so low that the surface area available for adsorption is small. On the other extreme, although higher deposition rates produce highly porous films, very large structures can reduce the surface-to-volume ratio, also diminishing the surface area for adsorption. In our experiments, the sensor that reunites the best combination of porosity and feature size is the film deposited with 60 W (feature size of 84 nm).

We must consider the possibility that ZnO films with different concentration of charge carriers could potentially affect the ZnO conductivity and explain the difference in the sensor response. Even though the deposition method and thermal treatment were the same for all the samples, different deposition powers could have produced zinc oxide films with differences in the electronic band structure or defect density. Therefore, to avoid misconclusions and affirm that ZnO different responses are caused by apparent differences in the surface area, it was necessary to investigate the electrical properties of ZnO films.

I-V curves of ZnO films were measured in order to determine film resistivity. As shown at the inset of Fig. 8, all I-V curves confirm the ohmic contact between the film and the electrode, which allows us to discard the possible influence regarding the type of contact on the electrical measurements.

The resistivity values found for ZnO films range between $10^4$ and $10^6 \, \Omega \, \text{cm}$, which are consistent with those reported for ZnO sputtered films. These high values are usually associated with the absence of defects responsible for the conductivity of the ZnO matrix (oxygen vacancies) [26,27]. As exhibited in Fig. 8, the film with the biggest resistivity of 1 M$\Omega$ cm is the one deposited with 60 W (biggest gas response), while small deposition powers generate films with the smallest resistivity values.

According to Lu and Wong [27] the thermal treatment conditions (atmosphere, temperature and time) are the ones that most influence the ZnO resistivity. In our case, as the thermal treatment to obtain ZnO films is the same for all the powers, we can deduce that the population of ZnO defects is approximately the same for all the samples, and the differences in resistivity come from the structure size and porosity. The lowest resistivity can be directly associated with the most compact film (film deposited with 15 W), where the current easily goes through. On the other hand, when the deposition power is increased, the film volume occupied by pores also increases, limiting the current flux and causing an increment in resistivity until reaching a maximum value of approximately 1 M$\Omega$ cm. For films deposited with 120 and 240 W, an opposite tendency is observed, that is, the film resistivity starts decreasing until reaching 58% of its maximum value. Despite the increase

![Fig. 4. Evolution of mean feature size as a function of deposition power in samples from the sputtering metallic target.](image)

![Fig. 5. Top and cross-section SEM images of ZnO films formed by sputtering of a ceramic target. The films obtained this way are more compact than the ones obtained by sputtering of a metallic target.](image)
in the pore volume, there is another factor that must be considered: big features facilitate the electron current flow more than the feature size of a 60 W sensor with smaller structures.

To confirm the absence of differences in composition and electronic structures of sputtered samples, we use band-gap energy. Fig. 9 shows the absorbance spectra and the Tauc plot used to calculate the band-gap energy. All film band gaps result in values around 3.20 eV with irrelevant variations between samples. These results confirm that sputtering deposition power does not affect band-gap energy [28].

Since our sensors are chemically indistinguishable, the differences in the response magnitude may be completely attributed to the morphologic differences and the amount of surface area that each sensor has available for gas interaction.

- Gas Sensor obtained by sputtering of a ceramic target.

Films deposited from a ZnO ceramic target and deposition power of 240 W showed to have the lowest electrical response to ozone.
Among the ZnO sensors studied in this work, the response \( (R_{\text{oxide}}/R_{\text{air}}) \approx 1.7 \) is less than half of that observed for the sensor deposited from a metallic target with deposition power of 15 W. According to the conclusions established in the previous section, we can suppose that the compact morphologies and faceted surfaces of films deposited from ceramic targets restrict the area available for \( \text{O}_3 \) adsorption. Their dense morphology and preferential growth also affect film resistivity. Data of current vs. potential measurements (curves not shown) reveal a characteristic ohmic contact and film resistivity from the order of \( 10^2 \ \Omega \text{cm} \).

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Response time (s)</th>
<th>Recovery time (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Metallic target</td>
<td>ZnO, 15 W</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ZnO, 30 W</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ZnO, 60 W</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ZnO, 120 W</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ZnO, 240 W</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZnO</td>
<td>ZnO, 240 W</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>178</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(0.13 ppm) among the ZnO sensors studied in this work. The response \( (R_{\text{oxide}}/R_{\text{air}}) \approx 1.7 \) is less than half of the one showed for the sensor deposited from a metallic target with deposition power of 15 W. According to the conclusions established in the previous section, we can suppose that the compact morphologies and faceted surfaces of films deposited from ceramic targets restrict the area available for \( \text{O}_3 \) adsorption. Their dense morphology and preferential growth also affect film resistivity. Data of current vs. potential measurements (curves not shown) reveal a characteristic ohmic contact and film resistivity from the order of \( 10^2 \ \Omega \text{cm} \).

**Fig. 8.** Resistivity of ZnO films as a function of deposition power; at the inset, the I-V curves were used to obtain the resistivity.

**Fig. 9.** Absorbance spectra of zinc oxide films deposited with different deposition powers (inset) and Tauc plot to calculate band-gap values from the intercept with the energy axis.
3.3. Response and recovery times

Response and recovery times were determined by exposing all the sensors to 0.13 ppm of ozone until the sample resistance reached an equilibrium value at 300 °C (Table 1).

All the sensors produced from the metallic target presented characteristic times below 42 s. Considering that they are chemically indistinguishable, as stated before, the density of surface adsorption centers would be the same for any power, and the differences in adsorption site numbers are caused by the distinct surface area. Therefore, sensors with greater surface area take more time to occupy all the adsorption centers, and consequently have higher response times (sensor deposited with 60 W). On the other hand, the low-porosity sensor deposited with the lowest power (15 W) has the lowest response time, reaching 90% of its total response after 25 s of exposure. The same response time of 25 s is measured for the sensor deposited with 240 W, which despite having great porosity, has the greatest structure sizes that are responsible for decreasing its surface area.

The response and recovery times of the sensor obtained from the ceramic target are considerably greater than those observed for porous films. In spite of the low surface area available for adsorption, high response times presented by these sensors raise the possibility of gas detection by another process other than adsorption of oxygen at the sample surface. As exposed in other works, there is a possibility of film-gas interaction through gas diffusion process [4,29,30], which would involve longer times and higher temperatures to make it possible.

3.4. Response curve of ZnO–60 W with increasing gas concentrations

As the zinc oxide sensor deposited from a metallic target and with a power of 60 W exhibits the highest response, its performance in increasing ozone concentrations is studied. As shown in Fig. 10, the resistance change at different ozone concentrations varies proportionally to gas concentration.

The lack of a saturation point indicates that the sensor detection limits are likely higher than the values studied here. After exposing the sensor to the greatest concentration of target gas (0.89 ppm), another exposure to 0.13 ppm of ozone is performed. The electrical resistance is in good agreement with the value observed in the first cycle, which confirms the total recovery of the sensor to its original state and discards the possibility of film degradation or irreversible reactions during the detection process.

The response of the sensors to hydrogen was also investigated. A typical dynamic-response curve is shown in Fig. 11. It is important to notice that the response of these ZnO thin films towards reducing gasses is much lower than the typical response to oxidizing gasses which suggests that the films fabricated using the proposed methodology exhibit good selectivity.

Regarding the stability of the sensor properties in relation to time, the response of this sensor (deposited using 60 W) is studied after several days of film production. The measurements between 0 and 100 days after film production (by sputtering and subsequent oxidation) exhibit a response variation around 5%, which depicts the chemical stability of ZnO films.

4. Conclusions

This work presents the gas-sensing performance of zinc oxide thin films deposited with different growth conditions and from distinct target materials. The morphology is studied in order to understand how differently films react to the presence of ozone.

The target type used to produce ZnO films influences the final morphology of the film structures and the magnitude of their response to ozone. Ceramic targets produce compact and organized structures, while metallic targets create films with low density and great porosity. Whereas the response of the sensor produced from the ceramic target is limited up to 1.7 at 0.13 ppm of O3, the porous film produced by sputtering of the metallic target followed by thermal oxidation can reach responses up to 14 for 0.13 ppm of ozone and 1.2 for 242 ppm of hydrogen.

Moreover, the deposition power also controls the dynamics of the sputtering process, having a great effect on the size and porosity of zinc oxide films deposited from a metallic target. The films have structure sizes and porosities proportional to the deposition power, which enables us to use the energy of the argon atoms (controlled by the deposition power) as a tuning factor for desirable morphologies. Lower deposition powers tend to create smaller and compact structures with low response and fast response time, while higher deposition powers create bigger structures with slow response time. In our system, it was possible to achieve the best condition of porosity and structure size responsible for maximizing the sensor response (circa 14 at 0.13 ppm of O3) in films deposited with 60 W.
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Fig. 10. (Left) Electrical resistance of the ZnO sensor deposited from a metallic target and with a power of 60 W. The sensor is exposed to different ozone gas concentrations during 30 s with intervals of 5 min. (Right) Sensor response as a function of ozone concentration.
Fig. 11. (Left) Electrical resistance of the ZnO sensor deposited from a metallic target and with a power of 60 W. The sensor is exposed to different hydrogen gas concentrations during 10 min with intervals of 30 min. (Right) Sensor response as function of hydrogen concentration.
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